
Rolling Philippines

Duration: 15 minutes
Number of Players: 1-8 players
Ages: 8+

Components:

2 dice
7 color cards (red, blue, green, yellow, black, white, purple)
8 pens
Map sheets (each map shows 46 cities which are grouped into 6 regions)
Rules

Set up:

Each player takes a map and a pen.
Youngest player is the starting player and takes the 7 color cards and the 2 dice.

Turn order:

Player shuffles the color cards, randomly picks 2 and places the 2 cards face up on the 
table.
The remaining color cards are set aside face down in a pile and won’t be used for this 
round.
Current player rolls the 2 dice and places resulting dice rolls on the 2 color cards on the 
table.
The player should announce what colors and numbers are in play for the round.
All players simutaneously resolve both dice rolls in any order, as follows:

Non-purple dice roll - All players choose one empty city in the region of the map that 
matches the dice color and write down the number in the city.

Purple (wild) dice roll - All players choose one empty city in any region and write 
down the number in the city.

When writing down a die number in a city, the following rules must be used:

Neighboring City Rule - All cities that border the city that is being filled up must either 



be blank, have an ‘X’, or have a number difference of no greater than 1 from the die 
roll. Cities connected by a blue line are included in the neighboring city rule.

You must write a number in an available blank city if it doesn’t break the neighboring 
city rule.

If the are no eligible city in the region of the die color, the player must write down an X 
in a blank city of his choice in the current region. If the matching region is completely 
filled, the player does nothing. (This also applies for the purple dice roll).

Color change - Three times during the game, a player may treat a die roll being 
resolved as a wild. For example, a red 3 could be a black 3. When making a color 
change, the player must cross off one of the Color Change boxes on the map sheet.

Continuing a Round - When all players have resolved the two dice rolls, the current 
player then takes the unused color cards and passes them to the next player to his left. 
If there is only 1 color card left, all players put a mark in the first empty box in the 
Round column and the next player takes all 7 color cards.

Game end and winning conditions:

When there are 8 marks in the Round column, all players write down an X in the 
remaining blank cities of their map sheets.

All players then count their X’s and write down the total in the ‘Number of X’ box.

The player with the least number of X’s wins the game.

Solo Play:

If you play this game solo, simply aim for as a high score as you can.






